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SECTION ONE

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

STATE ISSUES TO
BE SETTLED WITH
•BALLOTS TUESDAY

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 31, 1935

nn a year In Calloway. '
$1."`"'
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
Qi qn a year elsewhere IS
91“•'" the State of Kentucky.
$9
a year to any Adams
.
other than ammo.

An

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,869, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Volume CIII; No.4s4

FULTON TO PLAY Payroll of $600,000.00 Is Sought
CHARLES G. LOWRY Governor Laffoon, Fighting
By
Chamber
of
Commerc
e in Plan
HERE FRIDAY IN
Chandler, to Speak in City
to Consolidate Hosiery Factories SERVICES MONDAY
FEATURE BATTLE
_ADDRESS BOOKED
County Eigh Schools
Guests of Murray High
for Game
IN COURT HOUSE
CRIPPLED TIGER"
SATURDAY,-2 P. M.
'—
AREMUCH IMPROVED

Murray Grid
Teams Lose
3; Tie 2 Games

Murray grid teams lost three
and tied two in five games
ed last week end.
e Murray Fosh tied Bowling Green Frosh at Murray 0-0
Friday afternoon and the same
afternoon
High
the Lincoln
Ozaiored. defeetsdnralta.
ilehool‘
,

Prominent Crossland Resident Dies
Hospital Sunda Formerly
CARPENTERS AND BRICKhosiery mills will be consolidated
Two Constitutional-Amendto
under—ifte ruin* r"Mlirra71-MASOKg -ATTEWION
Ws:
In
an
effort
to
secure
a
8800,000.ments Getting Attention
lery Mill." or a similar title, and
Funeral services for Charles G.
00 payroll for this community, the
of Kentucky Voters
The Murray Chamber of Corn-,
Murray Chambe rof Commerce is will sign a contract guaranteeing Lowry, 70 years of age, were held
merce has requested the -cant
in the midst of a campaign to to pay to direct labor not less than Monday at 2 o'clock from the
penters and- brickmasons of the
"2ouNTY TO NAME—TWO
raiss funds for constructing an ex- $60a.000.00 in 10 years.
Hazel Baptist church. The Elder
community to meet in a comOfficials of the new company B. W. Spire was in charge of the
TO EDUCATION BOARD -flougtass -High Sepal at-er.
tension to the Murray hosiery mill
Friday night'the Murray High
mittee meeting in the courtwhich will permit the consolida- pia!, to use from 250 to 350 em- services and burial was in the
School Tigers went to Central
house Friday evening, Novemployees.
They
porpose
to
start
work
tion
Hazel
Next Tuesday is getterai election
cemetery.
of
the
Paducah,
Making Tour of Stale, Says
Benton, and
After a whole month since playCity where they were held to
ber 1. at 7:30 o'clock.
as soon as the extension is.built.
Mr. Lowry was formerly of Mur. atay alain in Kentucky. And riot
ing on the"homefield, during Murray -plants in this city.
for Entire Democratic
a 12-12 tie. Saturday morning
meeting
The
The
is
being
held
payroll
to
probabli
will
be
and
•
ray
W.
S.
was one of the best'knawn
Swann, chairman of the
which they lost to Mayfield and
Ticket Except "Happy"
only will the electorate of the
the Murray reserves lost to the
prepare
double
for
a
project
any
of
vital
previous
payroll
in
citizens
Murray
of
Chamber of Commerce,
the county and tomer.Bowling Green and tied Central
Franklin Junior High of Paducommonwealth . choose again beimportance
to
the
community.
community.
Under
reasonably
ly
lived
in Murray where he was
City.
Coach Holland's
Murray announced this morning that the
cah, 7-0 and Saturday afterCHIEF EXECUTIVE IS
tween Democratic and Republican
High Tigers come back to the home public has been very generous in faverable conditions, the mills will business manager of the Mason
noon the Thoroughbreds lost to
be'
a
permanent
part
of
the
IN OPEN WITH BOLT
comthe campaign so far, but that it
Memorial Hospital from about
tickets but also jt will vote on
lot
for
a
game
Friday
afternoon
Iloward J3-0.
•
will require the concerted efforts munity, paying out over a million 1921 to 1926. He was one of those
with
Fulton
high
school.
two important state constitutional
Murray In the thwigames
--of the entire citizenry to complete dollars.
Governor Ruby Laffoon.. making
influential in securing the N. C.
amendments, one involving the
The affair will be the Homecomscored 19 points to opponents'
the
fund-raising
projeet. The
Citizens who are willing to con- & St. L. Railroad for Murray. For
a number of county seats in Kenliquor question and the second, a
ing event for Murray high school
38.
Chamber of Commerce urges every tribute are urged to sign the agree- years he had operated a general
new governmental feature, old-age
tucky with speeches in which he
and for the first time Weahistory
person interested in this matter to want today at the Chamber of store at Crossland.
pensions.
all students in the other 'high
.
calls on members of his adminiscontribute today in order that it COmmerce office or with any of
Death was attributed to paralyschools of the canty will be the
The state officers' election is one
may be
determined by Friday the following teams: Joe Lovett sis, a stroke of which he suffered Drum & Bugle Corps Members tration to follow him in voting
guests of Murray high'for the conof the most unique in the history
Called in; Eats Will Be
morning, November 1. as to the end C L. Sharborough; Karl Fro- earlier in the week. He was conagainst A. B. , -Happy" Chandler
test.
of the state. For the first time
Served, to AIL
success of the undertaking.
ace and Luther Robinson; Vernon fined for days and was brought
but for the remainder., of the
As an
added attraction, the
two primaries were held to _select
Under the proposed plan. the Stubblefield and Harry Sledd; T. to the Mason Memorial Hospital
Democratic ticket, will speak in
school
has
reduced
party nominees and though King
admission Murray Chamber
Murray Post No. 73 will hold its Murray at the court house Saturof Commerce will 0. Etaucum and Ernest Jones; where he passed away Sunday
prices, cutting the adult. fee from
Swope, Republican nominee, was
regular monthly meeting next day afternoon at two o'clock,
arrange for the construction of the George Hart; Treman Beale; Joe morning early.
it
selected in the first primary the Central City to Entertain Next 50c to 40c. Children's pasteboards extension
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Thursday night, November 5, at has been announced here by
to the present unit of Ryan, Foreman Graham and Henry
remain at 25c. Both Murray and
Session; Interesting Meet Held
Democrats had two bitter fights
the Paducah Hosiery Mills. As a Elliott. Pledges will be accepted Nellie Lowry, a daughter, Mrs. the court house. A large attend- friends of the Governor.
Fulton bands will perform Friday
Here Friday and Saturday.
between the nominee, A. B. **HapPattie
guarantee for the building, the by telephone.
Spahr, Indianapolis,
a ance is expected tas food will be
The reported opPositiqn of the
afternoon.
py" Chandler.- and Thos. S. Rhea.
brother, Sid Lowry, Virginia. four served, the Drum & Bugle corps Governor to Chandler's election
The
R.
Tigers
W.
Churchill,
tied with Central City
president of the
Russellville.
— sisters, Mrs. Anna Finch and Mrs. will decide on its future and the came out in the open in an adAgain,'making history, the Gov- Baptist Training Union of the dis- last Friday night after leading 12-0
Robert Stem, Springville, Tenn., membership committee will make dress at Bardstown, county seat of
ernor of the state and Democratic trict, was named to setae again at the half. Considering the Tigers
Mrs. Lou Moore, Nashville, and its initial report.
Nelson county and home of Ben
squad
was almost w hospital list
national Committeeman from Ken- this year at the business session
Charley Denham. 'Chairman of Johnson and Dan, Talbot, _reputedly
.Mrs.
Jessie Cheatem, Paris. He
tucky, has aruanunced that he.will last Saturday morning and Central the tie was a fine showing for Holthe'
membershipcommi
ttee.
urgentago leaves three grandthildien.
chief sponsors of Chandler, last
not support the nominee of _his City Baptist church was given the land's spunky youngsters. Dyne-Mr. Lowry was a member of the ly requests all members of that Saturday night. At this time. Gov, party for Governor but will sup- next convention. Over 100 at- mite Dunn .ace ball carrier for the
committee
to
be
present,
make
Murray Seventh Day Adventist
ernbr Laffoon declared "they are
port the remainder of' the ticket. tended from out of the county and boys in gold and black, was inchurch and has hundreds of friends their report and submit their com- not going to make me a pall-bearer
This is the first instance in which an interesting meeting was held eligible and young Flora. center,
plete
hats
of
all
the
ex-service at my own funeral" and said that
here who join the relatives and
was'kept at home with a bad leg. Actual Construction to be floor and a fireproof basement. The
the titular head of the party in the here Friday and Saturday
elsewhere in mourning his men in their particular sections.
since "HaPpy" had nat been loyal
Under Way in Few Days; sepond story floor will be of oak friends
•
state has come into the open with
Plans
All the officers were renamed Lassiter, Holland's other center,
for
the Armistice Day to him and his administration that
death. He was a native of Henry
and. tear .fire escapes will furnish
a "bolt".
38 Bedrooms
program
for the coming year with the ex- was handicapped with a bad knee.
at
the
court house on No- he felt 'he had as full a right not
county, Tenn.
escape from the second story. The
Dick played with a broken nose,
Constitutional amendment No.' 1 ception of Miss Rebecca Tarry,
Pallbeaberers ,,were A. H. Mc- vember 11 will be announced at to be loyal to "Happy".
gtound
will
floor
eight'
have
outon the right hand side of the big Murray, being- named secretary- Wells with a bad leg, Martin Prothe
The Mason Memorial Hospital,
meeting.
An
outstanding
Leod, P. E. Morgan, Gaylon James.
What the Goverrior may say
ballat is far or against repeal of treasurer,. replacing Virginia Mc- vine with an injured limb and Mc- which will be under actual con- side entrances, all .of _which will Willie Wilson,
John Finch. and Ira speaker. a Legionnaire. will be on here Saturday is indicated by his
•the state's prohibition amendment. Caslin, Princeton. E. C. Coleman, Nutt with a banged up shoulder. struction within the next ten days, elinungte any hazard from fire. Morgan.
the program.
statements at Prestonburg. Floyd
The courts have ruled that local Madisonville, is vice-president and Milburn Provine also remained be- will be one of the most modern The electric elevator leading from
Murray's post membesship cam- county, Tuesday,
Among the out of town persons
which was rebasement
the
story,
second
to
the
Option elections cannot be held so Lilly Gary, Hopkinsville, junior- hind, nursing a hurt limb. WI
and most beautiful hospitals an
who attend the funeral were Mr. paign continues with bright pros. ported
by the
Courier-Journal
acing as the amendment is, on the intermediate leader and _LaierY M. all these burdens. the Tigers
. this section of the United States_ the clothes shute, and the dumb and Mr*. John Ftneh,
pens for the.. biggest naeanbarahi
Wednesday morning In making 'RA
aaitatokte
books of the- common- Caldwell, Princeton. adult senior out in front only to suffer
e The structure will be of two stories Wailer shaft will all be fire proof Tenn.; Mrs. Jesse Chealmor. Mr. in history. Many who have not af- first recognition
of the Governor's
hardest blow of all when James with a basement housing much and two spacious stairways from
wealth. The second constitutional conference leader.
and Mrs. E. K Fry, Mrs. Puckett,' filiated with the Legion in several declaration „of opposition to the
Rudy Allbritten hurt his back and that was formerly above ground the basement to the second story
proposal is whether or not the
years
have
paid
their
1936
dues
and
The Rex'. W E. Robinson. Owensand
Mrs.
Cattle
Lowry. Paris,
Democratic nominee.
had to retire from the fracas.
electorate of the state will authoa- boro tam again
and the architecture will follow will allow free passage. The roof Tenn.; Mrs. Lucille Lowry Phillips, several have joined who never
serve as choirster
Besides defending his adminis-•
However, all the maimed are in the English type in appearance. will be of asbestos shingles for
ize the general asitembly to pass and Mrs. Robinson
before
cast
their
lot
with
The
Mrs.
will serve as
Laverne Lowry Wilkes, and
tration and asking the electorate
better condition this week with A new wing will be added extend- protection from any possible outold-age penaton legislation to en- pianist.
American
Legion.
Mrs.
Gardner Wilkes, Mayfield;
rust to elect Mr. Chandler at Presthe exception of James Rudy, who ing West toward the Jennings side means of ignition.
able Kentucky to meet Federal
The Murray church capably act,
and many of the Mason Memorial
tonburg.' 'the Governor attacked
is a goobtful ,starter.
ls appropriated for that pur- ed the part
Condition/mg
Air
Plumed
property
which
will
house
adthe
hospital stair.- •
of host to the'
The Courier-Journal and
The
.
from 23 counties' and most Of the - Fulton has been having a better ministrative offices while the rest -Another feature of. the new
Louisville Times, declaring that he
tban average year and though they of the hospital will follow the building will be the air conditionTwo members Of the county young people of the
church gave
had not received a "square deal"
have lost their star back. Edwards, foundation of the former building. ing of some of the rooms and
board of education will be chosen part of their time
the
of thc two days
from those newspapers since ,he
are rated slightly aboveTthe Tigers
Tuesday. The method of choosing entertaining the'
The
structure
will
be
of
beauti- nursery ward is to be one of the
visitors. MurrayThe Murray chapter of the Red has been in office.
on the season's performance to ful brick and will have a three most complete anywhere.
them is changed, the members ant taking part
Adeon the program
Cross will begin the membership
Hand bills. advertising today's,
date.
being elected from the county at were: Ralph
story
appearance
from the: front quate space for convalescing paD. Churchill, R. H.
drive November 11 with a fully meeting h
been scattered
The opening whistle blows at North side) and the East side with tients is also porvided with sun
large. Names on this ,ballot ro- Falwell Jr. and
Ronald Churchill.
organized Working force to make a throughout Floyd County urging
2:30.
tate each 50 throughout the ceurity. Among the speakers
spacious windows and at an ex- rooms, two on- the first floor and
present were:
hurried and intensin drive for Ite the voters to hear Governor LafThe probable lineups
Ballots have been distributed to The Rev. George
pense exceeding $50,000. The strue- one on ,the second. The roof gar- Ballots 819 for To 56 Against 1935 drive. Max B.
D. Heaton, PaduHurt is roll foon "tell You •hoW"Happy ChandMurray
all the election officers, prizes are cah: the
Pos.
Fulton true Is not being built by contract den wifl also add beauty and disRev. R. T. Skinner, BowContinuation of AAA
call chairman and will be assisted, ler. Bob Bingham and Percy HaM. Provine 11 LE
being offered to schools in the two ling Green: the Key.
Wrather
66 while Humphrey Key is supervisor tinctiveness to the
,building. This
Joe T. Odle.
by a group being selected this ley have betrayed not ratty the
Limitation.
Wells 23
magisterial districts making the Paducah;
LT
Williams 61 in charge of construction.
addition will be above the second
the 'Rev. J. G. Cothron.
.week.
Democratic Party, the World War
Provine
best showings oh total votes in Princeton;
LG
L. Cooke 65
The building will be fire safe floor on the South side of the
the Rev. Woodrow FullThe Corn-Hog committee countThe campaign will be carried soldiers, union labor, but the
comparison .to the 1432 presidential er, Fulton;
Lassiter 14
Peeples 36 with concerete floor on the first building and will be 21x37 feet ed the votes cast in Calloway
the Rev. A. M. Parcoun- into the county as well as in Mur- people of Kentucky as a whole."
McNutt 29
election and, if weather conditions rish, Paducah: the
RC;
Snow 90
in size.
ty in the recent vote as to the fu- ray and a complete organization is To Vote for all "Except for Him"
Rev. Byron C.
are suitable, it appears that Callo- S. DeJarnette.
Collie 20
RT
Campbell 24 Mason
The basement will :house the ture of the program and find 875 planned. Meetings were held this
Hospital Group
On two occasions during his adway county will again
Dick 16
RE
poll a
Carver 58
kitchen, dining }&m, dressing votes polled with 819 for and 56 week and all of the committees dress, the Governor declared that
Contracts
in
Force
Clark 1.8
record number of votes next TuesQB
Beadles---t1
room, pantry, fuel bins, laundry, against a program in 1936 to fol- will be completed by next week.
Rev. Prichard Offers
B. Allbritten
day.
A number have asked If the storage room, workshop and hydr- low the present
LH
Scott 55
one which expires - The Murray chapter has been in (Cont'd. on Back page. this Sec.)
M. E. Church Pipe Organ Dunn 13
RU
Boyd 88 Group Hospital Contratca which therapy rooms. The basement will November 30, 1935. a
the laggard class for sometime and '
Irvan 21
FB
C. Cooke 77 were offered by the Mason Hospital be approximately 3'7 feet by 170.
New Wheat Program
in fact only in a few instances has
The Rev. W. P. Prichard was in
are still in force. The answer was
The first floor will have a lobAll farmers interested in the it ceme up to near what it should
Memphis last week and purchased
given by Dr. W. H. Mason and his by, and the administrative offices new wheat
program should come have in 'membership. Much has
a large and beautiful pipe organ,
staff of workers is that it is very in the West wing including four in and make
application before been done in this county through
which he has offered to give to the
much in force. A large number suites of offices and manager's of- November 15. The
state board has the Red Cross and in fact many
First Methodist Church, Murray,
have paid their second payments fice, library. On the hospital side set this as the
last date for ac- times as much as has been put into
on the sole condition that the
which were due October 15, also will be 16 bedrooms, 2 sun-rooms, cepting applications
for a contract. the work. Each winter much reSunday Night Break Totals Some church meet all its obligations in
a number have been admitted to chapel, laboratory.
lief is given here and the work Death Came toProminent Citizen,
full for the current year.
$500 Loss; Enter From Rear
the hospital under the group con65, Last Week; Prominently
was enormous before government
22
Bedrooms
Upstairs
The Rev. Prichard has made his, Passed Away Monday Night of tract plan and are well pleased
of Buildings.
Related.
agencies were set up.
The second story will have 22
home in Murray since his retire-"
Infirmities of Age; High
with the plan.
The Rev. 0. A. Mar
bedrooms, nurses' work room, two
ssalaais ChapThieves 'entered the mercantile ment from the ministry a short
Type Citizen.
Those who have not made their
Funeral services for L. Mayer,
ter Chairman and MT. Bed ,Meluoperating rooms, four rooms for
store of the J. E. Littleton dr Co., time ago on account of his health.
payments due October 15 should
65 years of age. were held Friday
gin is secretary.
x-ray department, one sun-room
and the 0. B. Turnbow drugstore He served many important pasto- 'L. Hooper. 82. prominent citizen do so at once as the payments are
afternoon. October 25, at 3 o'clock
sometime Sunday night and took rates during the many years he of South Hazel, died at 'Elk-home forfeited when not kept in force and two roof gardens. and the nurfrom the Hazel Baptist church
sery department will include sevwas
in
the
Memphis
merchandise
valued
on
the
conference
Tennessee
at
side Monday by prompt payments of amounts
about
with the Revs. A. M. Hawley, Ft.
eral rooms. Most of the patient
$500.00. Officers were called but and just a few years ago was pre- night of infirmities of age. He is due.
F. Gregory. and WS-- A. Baker in
rooms are large enough for two
siding
elder
of
the
evidence
Paris
was
district. survived by his widow, Mrs. Dixie
no
left by the guilty
charge. Burial was in the Hazel
beds.
He is also important in the busi- Hooper, one son, J. C. Hooper of
parties.
State Game Warden J.' R. .Oury Cemetery.
An additional convenience will
Entrance %eta gained to the Lit- ness life of this section, being a Puryear; three daughters, Mrs. Ora
found and destroyed a fish trap on
Mr. Mayer died Thursday night
be the ambulance entrance at the
tleton store by breaking a glass of vice-president and director of the Poyner of Jones Mill. Mrs. Eula
Blood River yesterday, The trap at his home in North Hazel at
end
South
building
of
the
which
Bank
of
Murray
and interested in Valentine of New Concord, and
the back door which was barred
was an enormous one Mr. Oury 10:30 o'clock. following a long Wand reaching in and prizing off the several other business enterprises. Miss Annie Hooper of N
fitr'trs'illtietriltheifr'attentria- I-nese. Mr.-Mayer igrag"fr Member leing of patients from ambulances
plishment. The trap' was built the Hazel Baptist church and was
Mr. Hooper had , wen- a faithlock witfi a crowbar or suitable
and
automobiles
hospital
to
conimplement. They took from the
fu I member of the Methodist Death
across the river made of logs and a splendid. Christian man, loved
Came Today at Mason veyances.
Littleton stock about ten overcoats,
church over a long period of years
lumber with the materials built at and admired by a host of friends.
Hospital; Leaves 6 Children,
The
front
of
the
building
will
be
and was a citizen of the highest
some suits, several pairs of shoes,
'an angle into the atream toward
He is survived by his, widow,
Husband, 18 Grandchildren.
balanced piece of architecture
type
the center. In the center of the Mrs. Ella Mayers and three sons,
all large sizes, men's gloves, zipper
with the entrance where it was in
None of the six candidates for
stream an incline was built up to Julian Mayer of Union City Tenn.,
Funeral services were held from
front sweaters and possibly other
Funeral services for Mrs. Ida the old structure of English type
the Calloway county board of ed- the Methodist church in Hazel
a platform above fhe water and all John Linn Mayer of Mayfield, and
items.
Heath, 66 years of age, will-be with English double door and with
fish coming down stream were J. B. Mayer of Hazel; three sisThe Turnbow drugstore was en- ucation will have any advantage with the Rev. W. A. Baker. local held Friday
morning at II o'clock a spacious concrete terrace in front
More and more people realforced into the center and into ters. Mrs. Charlie Allbritten, Mrs.
tered through the rear transom In position on the ballot in next pastor, and Rev, W. P. Prichard from
the Old Salem church. Ser- and to both sides of the entrance.
ize that the advantages of being
the trap where the current pre- Myrtle Osborn of Hazel. and Mrs.
while exit was made through the Tuesday's election of two mem- of Murray, and the Rev. J. E. vices will
be conducted by the And on each side of the main enUnderwood of Paducah, in charge. husband,
vented them from swimming bark Amanda White. Murray; and two
a reader are too great to miss
rear door after locks had been bets-to that board.
the Rev. J. H. Heath, and trance will be large English winThe new law provides that mem- Burial was in Puryear cemetery.
out. The trap owners had only to brothers. Jake and 011ie Mayer.
broken. From the store was taken
burial will be in the Old Salem dows extending out from tile buildt when $1 00 per year puts them
rake them up the incline elite the
Active palldearers
were Leon cemetery.
a large quantity of cigars, cigar- bers are to be elected from the
Pallbearers were: 0. 13. Turnbow,
on the mailing list
ing. Just inside the main entrance
platform for their daily catch.
ettes and tobaccos, the contents of county at large and that the or- Hendricks. 0. B. Turnbow. Duntas
T. S. Herron, W. B. Milstaed. 0.
Death came Thursday morning at will be a spacious lobby with the
der
showcase
of
The
Clanton,
as
names
well
trap
Coleman
large
on
was
Hurt,
as
the ballot shall
a
Jack New- the
located in an inac- Hutchins, Coleman Hurt. and Jess
some
Greetings to our New
Mason
Memorial
Hospital information desk just to the left
cessable spot near Boatwrighta and Steely.
port, Willie Bu,cy. Honorary: N. where she
4lpw priced watches, toilet articles change each fifty ballots.
•
had been a patient for of the entrance and straight for-"
Readers:
Fifty
had
P.
pistol.
special
ballots
Hendricks,
probably
a 32
H. I. Neely, Lon treatment
are printed in the
been in operation
for cancer for several ward...from the entrance will be
order
Sometime
Underwood,
in which the candidates
Mr. Oury stated. The
Marion Dunn, Jake days. She
'
A reward of $10000 has been
W. S. Hargis, Almo.
had been in ill health the business office, much on the
trap is illegal and if the owners
posted for the apprehension and drew. On the next fifty, the top Mayer. R. W. Chrisman. Brack during the
Cecil McCuiston, Vine Grove
past summer and was same plan of the former hospital.
could
man
is dropped to bottom and all Burton, J. M. Rurrebas, P. W.
have been caught, would
conviction of those implicated.
incapacitated for the past three Broad corriders will lead from the
Ky.
have been subject to 3 heavy fine
others moved up one notch. This Morgan, J. W. Denham, Sim Fosweeks.
lobby
to
the
right
to
McDermott,
W
the
W.
adminisCity,
Calvert
under the state game laws. Such
coqtinues throughout the county. ter. W. M. Ray, and C. T. AllbritShe was a member of the Boyd's trative offices suad'to the left to the
A. B. Austin, City._____
traps and other devices are against
The six candidates are •JFive new members for 1936
ten.
Hill Baptist church in Trigg coun- hospital vatafa:—. —
-"
•
game laws coming under the head during the past week brought the
Swann, Jim Hart, Marvin Hale,
Wilbert Outland, City.
ty. Mr. and Mrs. Heath had been
East
The
side
building
of
enthe
of illict devices fat the taking of Murray Post's total for. the. curScudder Galloway, Albert ChapMrs. 0. L Peeler, Nashville
married over 49 years and were trance will be a replica of the
man and Fred (Preacher) Hargis.
I fish.
rent campaign to 82. '
Toy Paschall, Hazel Route 1.
to
soon
celebrate
their
main
golden
center
wedpart
the
front,
of
or
E. C. K. Robertson. Deefricratic
The new ones this Week are
Homer
ding
Murray
Jones,
Route.
anniversary.
A
large
Norih
side
number
with
an
identical
Engchairman, ancounty campaign
TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
Edwin C. Crawford, Frank Over
Missouri ongressrnan
of relatives survived including 6 lish door and front and spacious .F. M. Ross, Conway, Ark.
---flounces that he has made arrangeTo Speak Friday Night bay,, Will R. Pitman. Price B.
children. 18 grandchildren and one concrete terraces.
Leibert Jones, Murray Route 1,
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
ments with Burnett Warterfield.
Doyle and W. Z. Carter. A large
When you come to the regular great-grandchild.
The
-new
plant
will
be
a
compliJames R Barnett. Dexter ft-t..-.X — •--John Duncan. congressman !refit increase is eipectidut the regular
Owner of the 138 taxi company, to Kelly Cromwell,' soils assistant, meeting of the Murray Post next
The children are: Mr* Jabe ment to Murray- and West KenMissouri, will address the ,iroters monthly meeting of the
E. G. Holland, Germantown.
carry all voters to the polls who will leave Sunday morning to at- Thursday night, November 1. be Knight, and
post next
Mrs. Evelyn OutIsnd,' tucky and will be one of the moat
here Friday night in the ', court Thursday night, November
tend the State Extension Workers sure to bring your instruments
wish to vote next Tuesday.
Tenn.
7. Eats
Murray.
Mrs.-Audie
beautiful
Vinson,
Tenbuildings
in
Murray. Few
house at 7:30 o'clock, in interes:of will be served at the
Mr. Warterfield said • that he Conference to be held in Lexing- We are looking for every member nessee., A.
heeeting.
A L. Sheridan. Lynn Grove
C. Heaih, W. P. Heath eliThe enormous shade trees were
the bemocratic camPaign.
Members
Would have plenty of cars and ton November 4. 5. and 6, and will of the corps to be present. The and Carnal' of
the
membership
Route I.
Heath, all of the injuted in the hospital lire and
Mr. thuicasi-is reputed to be one committee are reminded
drivers at his office and sat re- return sometime Thursday.
post will serve refreshments and county. A sister, Mrs. Martha Har- the aew building with
by Chas.
Burnett Warterfield, City_'
the expansof the ablest speakers in the Con- W. Denham. chairman.
quests for transportation to the
ha,ve one of the biggest meetings grove, and a brother. Dick„Moore, ive Bast lawn and
to bring
ample front
gress. All voters'invited, especial- in ttrir•compelte lists
Landy
Stubblefield,
Route
7.
Rend the Classifier) Colston.
polls would be met promptly.
of the year.
of ex-service
both of Trigg county also survive. lawn will be a picture of beauty.
ly the ladiet
men in theirs cqrnmunity.
ft -L. 117 HortIn

LEGION TO MEET
NEXT THURSDAY

CHURCHILL NAMED
B.T.U. HEAD AGAIN

Mason Hospital to Be
Modern; English Type

litz

COUNTY APPROVES
CORN-HOG PROJECT

THIEVES LOOT 2
HAZEL STORES

Red Cross Drive
Begins November 11

L 1WAYER HAZEL
IS LAID TO REST

L HOOPER, 82, OF
SOUTH HAZEL,DEAD

More Readers
For
The Ledger & Times

Game Warden Finds
Huge Fish Trap

MRS. IDA HEATH
..„SERVICES FRIDA

Ballots Rotate in
County Board Race

15 This Week

Legion Post Now Has
82 Members for 1936

138 Taxi. to Haiti
Voters to Booths

Attention! Legion 1
Drum, Bugle Corps

_
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COUNTY AGENT NOTES
'

Tobacco Exemption

All tobacco erceseet that do not
hove a contract should come to the
trice of the County Agent and
raake applicatioc for tax-exernplion as soon ii"possible The time
unit will be ..put one day before
long and those that lave not made
anplication may find at 'too late.
This is also important if the same
• neon is to producer tobacco in the
future. Please attend to
is at

str-'21._
1
order
Very little frip0
.
h can be
put on the cured tobacco uriless it
is-soft
One is wasting Ville and
wood trying to finish dry tobaeoo.
Russell A. Hunt and the County
Agent spent it day • in the county
last week' visiting barns of tobacco. Much of it lacks finish Some
farmers have a good finish and
are stripphig. Tobacco is better
than many expecter. Some crops
are finished better than a year ago.
If prices are the same the producer should receive a higher price
than a. year ago_ Let's hoge prices
ere higher.

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUOKY, THUR
SDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 31,
1935.
40 churches were represented. The people maimed for life; itsessete,s
Charles McDaniel, Joe Ed Puck- Jackson
Association
and children, Rachel. Galw as
"unanimous" ware sustained by nearly 5,050,000
ett.
against whiskey saloons and roadon. and Billy were Sunday dinner
Sixth
grade:—J
iorvie
Prdchett
house beer "she-hangs".
:
lins
s... pection sheet lists the fol- Evelyn McDaniel, Dorothy Cald-, guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
lowing hazards to look fort
walk 'Cecil Elkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Hughes and
L Z. Hurley will
preach at
I.-Stairways and steps are kept
Seventh grade:—Hilda Pntehett, children,
Goilien Sunday at 10:45.
James Everett-cs Adolean,
clear. repairea

Pers41

Livestock

and bulk 180-240 lbs. 9 tie; 3 .
45
295 lbs. 9 10; 300 lbs. up 9.70; 14)175 lbs. 140-155 lbs. 8.23; 120-135
lbs. 731. sows 7.25.

LOUISVILLE. Ky, Oct 30-Cattle 400, supply moderate. quality
N. Y. Produce
Nadean
Cleaver.
.Annie
Derris Lan- Hilda Grey, and William
It is the duty of all women to
Luther only fair, demand dependable, marcaster, Mory
NEW YORK, Oct. 30—Live
Olya Clondenon visited Mr. and Mrs.
vote in she coming election. We
generall
Flemin
opening
steady,
ket
most
y
LawEighth gracite—Earlene Coursey. rence Sunday.
try steady;steady; freight grlides undo NOT need whiskey saloons nor
_
common to medium steers and
Rebeit Ross.
.
the sales tax on widows and orBransiord Morris is visiting rela- heifers 5.25;07.50, better finished changed; 'iciness: chlckern 18624,
fowls 174 23; other express grades
tives in Paris, Tenn., this week.
phans, and me and my wife, my
offerings quotable to 0.00 or better.
unchapted,
i7) son John and his wife
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
School Board Election
Morris and early bulk beef cows 4.254.5.25,
daughter. Drualle, are
visiting practical top 5.50, moat low cutRoosevelt's administrinton- 'hoe
It pays to read the claasified ad,
ters and cutters 3.2544.00, sausage
The heti legislature chonoed the relatives in Paris.
caused the farmers' products to
Mr. and Mrs. Barger Nix of bulls mostly 5.25 down, stockers
five districts to one for the eleccome out of "slough of despondtion of members of County School Cleveland, Ohio, visited in the and feeders steady.
ency" up to a good price by way
Cotton
Aso__
Mr. arid. Mrs. Don Nix Calves 250, vealers market flatlY
Board. No the county is the dis- home
of NRA. TVA, and AAA. Now
Tobaeco Firing
The tax on the ginning of cot- the supreme courts think
Telephone Number
trict. The reasons for this change recently.
steady to strong, opening sates
CO un'There is very little te-w to fire ton has been
George Black returned from Misreduced from Sc per constitutional.
were so impressive that-there was
good to choice vealers 9.001r 0.00,
tobacco now unless it is high in pound
souri
Sunday.
of lint cotton to 5.45c per
a vote against it_
Yes, the idle rich aim to ruin entirely if equiptnent
medium and lower grades 8.50
is dithIttive not
pound of lint cotton. The price the farming
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville
County-wide elections are not so
class again and laugh until repairs can be mai*,
down.
Ceetite
in
nteenas
Pool
well
Tenness
She
IeJ
ee
PAY-411tOttEST
1
ed
by
eel!"
.
infrEmnees
11:1
1-11/1-edreities are stored las clearHogs 400. market 10 higher, tee
transfer price of certificltes beConnie Mills, World war veteran. ly labeled containtes, neeessary and ring politics—yet many argue
tween producers has been/educed
"stick
to
the
old
districts".
member of the Murary Legion poisons stored out of the mach of
from Sc perun
pound
d to 4c per Post.
I am_ a candidate for member,
has stripped and bulked ttis children, food
should I3e re- aecordin
pound of lint cotton. _
'For Your
o
g to law, and ask eitery
crop-of tobacco .—
and -reedy for the moved-- from tin cans promptly'
Cotton produoess should return
PCRAP GOLD. PLATINUM. and
wernarrand-marrit Calloway counmatlfet.
after opening.
all
surplus
Tax
Exempti
on
Certifity
to vote for me.
SILVER
5. Electric cords and appliances
A bunch of folks don't seem to
By Earl Chambers
cates to the County Agent's office
J. B. SWANN
realize that schoolhouse gatherings are kept in good condition; touchTrade in for something new and as soon
as they have completed are
—Advt.
ing
two
public
conducto
assembli
rs
of electric cures.
At the
useful . . . a gift
the ginn.ng of their cotton.
Again His Excellency, the GovFiddler* contest -lit Coldwater there rent ilight fixture and water fauMany are surprised at the value of
ernor of Kentucky has seer; fit to
was confusion in back of the house. cet at the same time is avoided.
(VOTE FOR SIX)
K.E.
R.A.
School
their "aid metals
"G" men with big brass buttons . 6. Sharp and piercing - instruhonor a commander of CameMuron their coats and automatic pis- ments and broken glass are used
Project Popular ray. • Lieutenant Smith received
tols are needed.. I know that this carefully or disposed of promptly
L. D. OUTLAND
his commission as Aide on the
E]
cheering
and chipping of hands and Immediate ettention is given to all
THE JEWELER
The Nursery School, a pinjett
The..28th annnol session of Bap- etc.. must be eliminated, It is wounds.
sponsored by the K. E. R. A. for Staff of -the Governor w!th the
tist Association at West pork Oct heathenism.
pre-school children is One of the rank of colonel. In the spring of
Really -this
loud
23-24 was immense. •I reckon 1500 "amen" business is darn foolisnness.
most popular and intersting de- 1934 Lieutenant Wm. E. Smith,
U.
To
were there. So many folks crowd- This brings soy criticisms to a
the Voters and Patrons
partments of the Murray .Graded
S. Nave, was commissioned Aded outside. that the pastor of the finish.—"Eagle",
of Calloway County School.
H. E. ELLIOTT
miral on the Governor's staff after
First Baptist Chur 'of Frankfort
T
department has an enrollR. E Dillon. prehed to a 100 or
I am answering the ouestion that ment of 44, and, an average daily Camp Murray was awarded the
more. The yd6.ng man's subject
I have been asked so many times. attendance of 34. Twenty-five of rating of Honor Camp of Western
For
Kentucky. Now the new 'skipper'
was "Jesus, King of Kings and
"Are you in line with the Board?". this group are
underprivileged of Compan
Children's cnoceLlds Lord of Lords". now on David's
y 1517 is similarly honAccident Prevcrititm The answer is NO and I
children
.and
the remaining ennever will
throne—grand and eloquent.
be. I 'am for a change all the rollment consists of children be- ored after Camp Murray's desig•
W. H. GRAVES
Mrs Bea Melugin and. Miss Mos Way around. If you want to vote tween the ages of 3 and six whose nation as Outstanding Camp of
'-Preachers in attendance were: W.
El
the Fifth Corps Area,
A
ar
zelle Linn, of the Murray Chapter the "slate" Jim Hart
trthae eudentstit
svike
Wood,
;
U.
J.
M.
Fecist
Louisof
parents
wish them to be receiving
and
"dct7
Scudder
rillie
,j
i
an4
u
ts
e
.tcl" ville: Otara_ Taylor. Nashville, of the Red Cross are visiting the Galloway is your
Camp
Murray's • "Greyhounds"
rub on
the training this school offers. A
chance. = •
Term:- FT D. Horton. J. C. Riley. schools of the county in' an effort
You people in Faxon school dis- monthly tuition is paid by ithese have been hard at ii during the
past week getting in tritm.tor their
Mayfield:. A. E. Cross. Benton: Roy to . reach every home in Calloway trict have had a man
to eleetion- parents.
opening game at Mayfield. ComBeaman. Joe Bingham. Paducah: county in an accident prevention eer with you for Gallowa
This school is in orrogress four
y. I had
R. P. HOLLAND
pany 1517 has turned out twice her
Clays Lawrence, J
[1]
a Nelson. drive by the National Chapter of the chance to have him for me
by hours a day. five days a week, but last year's strength and
with the
d-Weer"
R. 'Thurman. Rich- the Red Cross. Children are given tinning your schoet over to him,
by Nov. 1 it is hoped that it may
able assistance given by Mantel
-s -Gregory:' C. If. WiLsen. Edd inspection certificates which they but I said no. If I am
elected I be conducted on a six hour a day and Dunn of the
College Varsity.
SleInner. ..Lleett7191Lson. W. W. ere..asked to - take home and pre- will be yowe..sehool board
plan, thereby giving a hot noonmemare confidently awaiting Saturday
Dickerson. \Noah • Farris. Carroll sent to the household and list ber and nosdoctelooetired
business day lunch to all attending.
morning's match.
Hubbard. Murray. and probably dangers present in then- homes.
Man no; lawyer will be it.
At present a mid-morning lunch
J. T. WALLIS
Fourteen men arrived Tuesday
The drive was begun this week
thers. :Bro. Thurman gave me
Will surely thank all that can is served each morning consisting
evening as replacements for the
• part of names Zat preachers About and all Lae schools of the _county. help me.
of milk./ruit. and wholesome sandcompany. They are former memwilt be visited within a short
wiches. The daily program con(Signedi
bers of Company 508 of Benton and
time. Teachers are asked to join
sists of organized work of coloring,
Fred iPreachert Hargis
were sent here after a few days'
.with the parents and students in —Polit. Advt.'
cutting, painting, building,
duty at Fort Knox.
carrying out this work.
'rhythms; an organized play period,
Reserve officers of the area held
F. H. GRAHAM
The literature being 'passed out
an eating and' resting period. Lestheir second meeting of the year
arries the following stotement:
sons in cleanliness tae rigidly obat the camp Tuesday evening.
"More than one-third of all fatal
served.
'Lieut. -Preston Ordway. Infantry
ocidents arid nearly 'half of all
In loving memory of Modelle
The county health doctor and
z.cc.idental_inoterteo
Hovsard.Frensely who pasead -away nurses make monthly visits to the Res.srve, was instructor of the evening and talked on 'Organizaand about the home. Last year October 22. 1935:
school, weighing, measuring, 'and
tion of the Infantry Regiment."
linern were 34.500 lives lost in our Days have passed:
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
examining the
Statistics, snow that tTrae out of -ten persons
children. Thew
The camp observed Nay Day by COUN
'.0 roes, approximately
TY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
150.000 Still ,we miss her.
findings are discussed with the
have worn misfit shoes some time in life, that
tuning in on the various Navy proSome may think . the sorrows parents. and all necessar
I, Mary Neale, Clerk of the Calloway Court, do cery physical grams and .assembl
children are allowed to wear .out-growt shoes as
ing
in
the
healed.
Recdetect; are, attended tcr 'a matter ia•f, false economy, anti are alio ed to -sereation Hall for a talk on the Navy tify that the above is true and correct copy of the ballot
Little do they know the sadness
IV the youth of today is to ,heto be voted in the city of Murray election Tuesday, Noby the educiatiocal advisor.
lect shoes -for stylish -whittfs That ate- it- ts. —
That lies. within" Our hearts;b
ons' ,corhe the citiiene -- of tomorrow,
vember 5, 1935.—Mary, Neale, Clerk Calloway
cealed.
surely this is a worthwhile work.
County
Read the Classified Column.
Court,
_Daxxol- sadness still over us,
Thentinidarn. ettlfool days will be
-Sitete-worn too abort are responsibte rratTears in silence often flow:
greatly benefitted by the training
tically all foot.tioubles, fallen lirches. bunion,
Love shall 'always keep ner :near received in a Nursery
School.
corns, ingrowing nails and W-eak feet an curled
us.
The Nursery school of Murray is
toes. Shoes worn too large cause feet to bread to
Though she left few days ago.
taught by Miss Mary Lou Wagunn•ettural width, cause blisters from loo4e heels.
A loving teiend.
goner and. Miss Virginia Hay.
cut down speed. and proper posture is affected by ,•
Visitors alle always welcome.
Lorene Holley

urce

. lighted: porches
and balconies have secure railings:
toys and
utensils are properly
stored, a step ladder is available in
the home.
2. Safety matches are used, kept
out of reach of children; boafires
are prohibited, fireplaces screened; utensils fillet with hot liquids
are kept away tram small -Allthen.
3. The garale door or windows
are kept open when the motor is
running: gas appliances are kept
in good condition, the gas shut off

Changed
To

CAMP MURRAY
. CHATTERS

Red(
Ma
Good
Code}
Stag
Big V
2-lb

BOONE BROTHERS

of

CASH PRICES

Se

234'

Flot
Puttee
Bulk
No. 2 •
No. I •
5 bars
and
Soai
2 boxe
en C

EDUC.P110
.,1.1,
‘ &1.1ALLOT
FOR CITY COUNCILMEN

REME1
MEA;
3 lbs. 5
6 lbs.

Stella Gossip

H. B. BAILEY

Fl

young
MOT ERS

F)
We De

Visit Schools

TC

Fl

DANGER OF MISFIT SHOES

Fl
C

In Memory

. Realize How Important to Health
_,. Comfo
•
_ rtable Shoes Are
-

NAT GIBBS
has bought the

R.& M.TAVERN
and invites you to visit
him for the best of
SANDWICHES

misfits.

It only a takes a few minutes longer to fit a
shoe properlv, Be patient with shoe sales ople as
you would a surgeon or,a physician in
There are no two feet alike, even onexanlination.
same
body, but any person- nowadays may be thk
c mfortably fitted, and a properly fitted shoe looks tylish.

Highway

How to jiicige'a good fit: First. {Ong 4nough
second, narrow enough at the heel, then
operly
lasted.

ARKIN
SPACE
•

(VOTE FOR

Because of the refreshing relief it
has brought them, thousands of men E. L. MILLER
and women, who could afford much

E. M. LAMB

ttgovIr.,
ort•tr
certainly can
rftemmeod Wack-DIaught aa a apIendld
rnedlelne
515.5 It for ronst2patte0
end the du:! fee:Inets then follOw, sod
UT.
found IS eau astlifeetor;"

1.01.11SYILLI
54,015
Y5A/11
••••••••

A Three Days'Cough
Is Your Danger Signal

El

El

B LACK-D RAU G H "O w.

BROWN HOTEL

FIRESTONE ANTI-FREEZE. One filling
:-"does all winter. No evaporation, nothing to wor-- ty about and then you're fixed for the coldest
weather: without another thought or bother about
your cooling system.

Need a Laxative

more expensive laxatoves, use BlackDralaght when needed. It is very
economical, pooly vegetable, highly
effective . Mr J Lester Roberson,
well known hardware nesolar at Mar-

Of couroe our beds are comfortable -Just as our ,
food is marvelous, and our ser.ice fast and efficient
... Rates? -More reasonable than for rna.t leading
hotels in big cities-single rooms from 3.00
=double rooms from $5.00. You'll
like the Bros,ii.,

Bond Issue
Proposition

For Trustees City of
Hazel

El
C YES

E. DICK

C. W. CURD

We SI
the
your 1

SO

THERMO NON-RUSTING ALCOHOL for
those who prefenalciahol for an, anti-freeze. tifgts
longer, keel:kg rusting from forming in your radiator.

ARD
1 lb.
BEE
2-1131
POP
POF

FIRESTONE BATTERIES. Winter is hard
on batteries. - Get a new Firestone' white- prices
---aroarboa..
WINTER OIL for your crankcase and WINTER GREASES in differential and transmi
ssion
SHOULD BE PUT IN NOW!
... •
HEATERS,CHAINS,SPARK

PLUGS .

Firestone One-Stop Service

Firestone Ground Grip
Tires
In all sizes for truck or
passenger cam. Let '
us show them to
you.

BEE
BEE
LAF
FRII
HEls
.0Y.9

tEl

"lo !tune:: hors inane s.nedsctri
e3
tem hare tried For your cough,
cold or linanchial it:Motion, souche4
can
get relief now with
NO
ion.
Serious trouble may be Crcomtas
brewing ante
MORGA
yoU cermet afford to take a.chant
with anything ion than
snio, which' goes right toCreomul
the
of the troe5le. to aid natureseat
to
ronthe and beat the inflamed membranes as the ge: rn-laden phlopn STATE OF KENTC(. K Y.
13 lertsened and expelled
.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.
Even lf other rnrraxlica. hay',
Mary Neale,'Clerk of -the CaloWay County Court,
con':„ hi cher- mussed, your
drugont
rutliorizedste gUarantee do certify that tire-above is a true aud
correct cop* of the
CreamalsTon aod to refund your,
money ii soil are not satisfied with 'ballot-To -be voted in the City of Hazel election to he held
results (rota Lin Vero first bottle. on letresdaY. Novem.ber 6; '1935.—Mary
N.eale, Clerk of
Get Creomulsion rfght now. (Adel. Calloway

El

1

71

Super Service Station

sct.

County . Court..

•

Hi'

111

I;

•

BACON,
OYSTER
Choice Si
REELFG

Your Car NOW!
Note thatithe weather man says "much
colder" for end of this week. Don't let a few
warm days at this time of year fool .you—you
might get slipped up on some night when it suddenly turns cold.

".%re you in favor of authorizing the Town of Hazel to incur an
indebtedness of Four Thousand
Dollars 184,410e00; and issue its
bonds therefor, payable at the rate
of $200.00 each year from the year
193a to (be year of 1936. inclusive.
hearing Interest at the rate of Four
per renturn 1‘ per cent per
nuns, payable semi-annually Until
FIVE)
paid thereon, both principal and
interest to he paid out of taxes to
[1] be levied by the
loan annually
tering a period of Twenty years on
all real and personal property subject to taoation stithin the corporate limits of the teen, in order to
provide funds for the payment of
the cost of purchasing and eon%tructirsig a municipal water %%arks
or water supply system."

PURE
FLOL
CABE
. COFF
CRAC
BEAN
COFF
TOM/
No. 1'
Red CI
PRUN
PECA,
DATE
DATE
JET 01
PC
BROW
COAL

CR1

EDUCATIONAL BAI LOT

—BEER—

eshing Relief
0. TURNER SHOE-STORE'Refr
When You

'COMFORTABLE BEDS!

Dr. W. C.

Second
grade"- -Margie
Nell
Oakley
Reeves.
.
•
Chirop
ractor
Third grade:—Imogene Cleaver, Office
at Home, 609 West Main
Mary Jane Puckett-Iseiona Pritch. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
ett. Thomas Edmond Ernstberger.
In Afternoon
Fourth grade:—Harold Prtt+hett
1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
Fifth grade'— Moç Woodall.

DRIVE _OUT FOR A SAND-. WICH and DRINKS

My salespeople are required to meas re the
customer-for rite, and know without askin your
size; and offer a correct size, and refuse to
a
sale of a size that is not comfortable to normItlake
I feet.
think shoes' are going to be higher wh-:fn
made of kiiod leather, because of advanced 4ost of
livestock and' scarcity of hides. _
AVAIL YOURSELVES OF tHE PRACTI AL
SHOE SALESMANSHIP AT OUR
SHOE STORE
\VEST SIDE'OF SQUARE

Ohio Valley and Tennessee: Rain again toward end of week. Colder Thursday; much
colder at cnd of week.

Steelyville News

Mr and Mrs. George Salmon and
Float grade:-Carric Lou Reeves.
k/oward Damon Mathis. Jamcs-leor., daughter. Miltione. Mrs Dave

You'll Enjoy our Prompt
and Attentive
Service

Relief to 'render portions of your foot nay be
remedied withlarsqsaii_adjustment tools an'appliances.

T

e-

DEXTER HONOR ROLL
man coursey.

Located Just West of Murray on the Mayfield

Official Weather
Forecast

PHONE

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

Free

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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ran.
L. Sharborough spent Monday tin er in
The Ledger & Times office return
Hardeman Robinson has return- Nashvi
ed to his home in Fulbright
lle.
the
public
Wedne
sday.
will
be just as reed to his home in Los Angeles
Boone Cleaners
Texas.
Mrs. J. W. Carr made a business
.sponsive -tri our 1938 cars when
after attending the funeral o/ his trip
Maur.ce Miss was In St. Louis
Stella Gossip
the first of the week to Horse
they
go
on public display Novemon business the first of the week.
brother. Robert Robinson, and
Kirksey High School
Cave, Ky.
ber 2."
visiting relatives here.
Burgess Parker, Sr.. was placed
-Mr.
and
Mrt.
B.
F.
Scherf
fius
are
If you have visitors of whom
Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burt and spendi
ng several days in Paducah on the Murray Police Force Saturyour are not ashamed, please
Randall and Frank Rogers, Will and
day. Mr. Parker went on active
Prince
ton.
report them for this column.
Burt and Mr. and Mrs. Mart Rogers
Mrs. R. B. Brown and Mrs, Frank duty during the illness of Police
The Chevrolet Motor Company,
'spent a very pleasant Sunday, Oct.
For Your Fuel DOLLARS
Connelly of Warsaw, Ky.. have Chief' Flem D. Hays.
preparing for the introduction of
2'7,
in
Wingo
where
Mrs. Clifton Morris and daughthey heard two been guests of Mrs.
in BEECH CREEK COAL.
J. S Pullen was admitted to the its 1936 models on November 2,
J. R. Gory.
Red Cross Spaghetti or
sermo
ns
Corres
delive
ter Jo Ann spent the week end
pondents and wept' adverred by the Rev. W. They were en route
Put in your supply nowto Gulf Port, Mason Memorial Hospital Monday has reopened all its manufacturing Users
0. Parr.
Macaroni
who get their copy In by
Save by Paying Cash.
5c in Paducah with her parents.
plants and its 10 assembly plants,
Miss., and .Mrs. Oury will ac- for treatment.
Bernar
Monda
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Chevrolet Ready To
Offer 1936 Models

Saturday Specials

HONOR ROLL

MORE HEAT

•

CASH- COAL
CO.

a

BEFORE YOUR
CAR FREEZES

FAIN & BELL

LEWIS BEAMAN GARAGE

-V--

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

GROCERIES
FRESH MEATS
PURE LARD, bring bucket
17 14.c1
FLOUR, White Frost, 24 lbs.
$1.05
CABBAGE, 10 lbs. 14c; 100 lbs. . ... $1.25
COFFEE, fresh ground, extra good,2 lbs. 25c 25.
CRACKERS,2-lb. box
17c
BEANS, Navy, 10 lbs. 40c; G. N., 10 lbs. 48c
COFFEE, Bliss, pound can
25c
TOMATO JUICE, 24-oz. cans, 3 for . . 25c
No. 1 Tall TOMATOES, per can
5c
Red Cross Spaghetti or Macaroni,2-for . 9c
PRUNES, New Pack, 80 to 90 size, lb. . . Sc
PECANS,fancy shelled, halves, per lb. . . 49c
DATES, Pitted, 10-oz. pkg., 2 for
24.c
DATES, Pitted, 5 1-2 oz. packages
10c
JET OIL SHOE POLISH,3 for
24c
*DP CORN,every grain pops, lb.
10c
BROWN BREAD with Raisins, can
29c
COAL HOD,large size, 40c, Shovel Free.
MEAT MARKET

Customers

BOONE BROTHERS
Telephone Number

Specials for FRIDAY
and SATURDAY
November 1 and 2

We select carefully in making all meat purch
ases
so that you may'enjoy the very best of
meats for
your table.
SPECIALS

ARMOUR'S STAR BACON,lb.
40c
1 lb. VEAL CHOPS
20c
BEEFSTEAK, 2 lbs.
35c
2-lbs. SAUSAGE
35c
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb.
22c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
pound
19c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb. . . . 12/
1
2c
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.
9c
LARD, lb.
19c
f' FRIERS, dressed, lb.
27c
HENS, lb. . .. .
26c
OYSTERS, pint
35c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
• MEAT MARKET

Free Davery

Mons 214

$1.95 Satin Princes Slips,
lace trim T-Rose go at$1.69
$1.50 Crepe Princes Slips,
lace trim, T-Rose go at $1.38
$1.00 Crepe Princes Slips,
lace trim, T-Rose go at . 87c
$1.65 2-piece Pajamas in
pink only
$1.42
A most attractive selection of
new Collars in metalics, metalic trim and other fashionable materias, $1.00 values for
87c
Good time to join Phoenix
Hosiery Club. Buy 3 pairs
$1.00 hose for
$2.85

changed 234

To

_

The New GENERAL ELECTRIC

Saturday Specials
H. C. Cole's White Ring
Flour
90c
Our Cheap Flour
7k
10 lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
53c
10 lbs. Fine Cabbage
lk
1 gal. Apples or Pears
,.
10c
25c Snow King Baking Powder and
upside-Awn cake pan
23e
Arbuckle 7-day or American Ace
Vacuum Packed Coffee ._ 2k
Flavored Santos Blended Coffee 15c
6-lbs. Snowdrift
$1.05
Largest finest Prunes
lk
40-50 Prunes
be
Gallon Staley's White Syrup55c
2-lb. box Crackers
17c
Quart Home-like Salad
Dressing
25c
Package Raising
5c or 10c
Gallon Jug or Vase Vinegu__27c
10 lbs. Onions
25c
Pay 3 to Sc for Hill Onions.
Pay in trade for nice White
Peas _
Sc' or ec

Swann's Grocery

THRILLING ENTERTAINMENT is provided
by this smartly styled table set-Model A-63. Six
metal tubes. Two reception bands for domestic
a n d foreign reception.
Neo-classic
walnut cabinet

*47"

CHANGING A CHOPIN
WALTZ INTO A DANCING LIGHT! They don't
'trust the human. ear, in
the G-E "House of Magic," to guage the purity of
radio tone. Instead, they
.spoiren- - worthg
musical notes into waves'
of grt:en lig,h1.. Thus, the
hidden secrets of sound
are revealed . . . unwanted noises discovered-and
eliminated ... And a finer
radio receiver is the result.

All 1936 G-E Radios are completely equipped with
metal tubes-even those priced as low as-

$34'50
5 Great New Radio Features:
Is

2.
3.
4.
4.

New Metal Tubes.
G. E. Sentry Box.
G. E. Permadiner.
Stabilized Speaker.
Sliding Rule Tuning Scale.

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO.
PHONE 435
NORTH FOURTH STREET
HARRY JENKINS, Manager
PHONES-Office 435; Residence 437
PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL
HEATING

100 Pounds

OIL CLOTH
Brand New
Patterns

Duke's Novelty Shop
In the front part of JohnsonFain Music Store

"CHECK THESE"

RADIO for 1936
SEE IT! HEAR IT! TRY IT!

.. •

or elsewhere.

BRAND NEW
MELTON

OHIO RIVER
SALT

JACKETS
Part Wool
Navy Blue

Regular width, a
Regular 30c
Seller

A regular $2.95
Seller

Bag

69

Guaranteed FLOUR
24-lb Bags in
Cloth, only, bag

J189

DOMESTIC - - Regular 11c seller,
Now, yard

These are only a few of the real money-savers vie arfzr
you. To make
a long story short our store is "chucked" full of honest-to-goodn
ess bargains. Don't fail to attend this two-weeks price slash
ing sale of
Highest
Market Prices
Paid for
EGGS
CHICKENS
CREAM

Ryan& Miller Co.
Hardin, Ky.

•

+Nor ••••••••

••••..
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$19.95
DRESSER
Given away
FREE.
Last Day of
Sale
Sat., Nov. 9
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SHELL STATION
Many of the traditional dish
es require milk in
their preparation and the
rich cream content of
Sunburst Milk suggests its use
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resulto. Use it to heig
hten tle flavor of dres
sing,
mashed potatoes, in cream
sauce for-vegetables
and in pumpkin pies. It pays
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Now 1:21en for Business—
HALF MILE NORTH OF
MURRAY on the BENTON
HIGHWAY
.
-COMPLETE LINE OF
WATKINS PRODUCTS

Murray Milk Products Co.

CLYDE JONES- - , PHONE 5906
BOONE BROTHERS
Telephone Number
Changed
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White Summer StiovA ;dyed
in fall colors—as attractive
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any color desired.
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Bask of Swami's Grocery
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may want from the most expe
nsive to the
most nominal.
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' FREE INFORMATION_
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SINCLAIR GAS add OILS,
We especially invite our Kent
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-MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
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d and we can
catiSfy any want you
have for
a
monumental,
co'stone. Let us talk
to you about it.

SHOES DYED

When you come to Louisville, don't
take the edge off your trip by tryin
g
to save a half•dollar' Stay at the
Brown-get the added comfort, the
added comment of Louis‘ilk's fittest!
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of
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Miss
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session
M. Pollard. '
Monday- -aftereon will be held at the National ton, corridor representative to the
Mrs. Leslie Putnam.,Mrs. William noon at the home of Mrs. W. j
Wells Hall Student Council; Miss Purdo
lintel at 12:30 o'clock.
m, Mrs. J..§. Pullen, Mrs. A. Caplinger.
Sue Gunter. Union City, Tenn., L. Rhodes
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Projects for the year were Gut. Mrs..' W. P. Roberts,
president of the entire committee; Mrs.
Howard Players Attend
Luther Robertson, Mrs. John lined and discussed. Also interestMiss
Minnie Lee Ligon. Farming- Ryan,
Dance
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. ing plans made for the general
"We're might proud to .have ton. president of girls.staying at G. B. Scott.
meetings.
beaten such a team as Murray," Wells Hall. Each group president
Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Mrs. D. H,
dechmed Captain
Harrison, left will act as vice-president under Siress, Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, _Mrs, eMiee-Susan Peffer Is Honored
tackle on the Howard College foot- Miss Gunter.
Jesse Wallis, Mrs. Burnett WarterAccording to Miss Gunter. sub- field,
Mise .Susan Peffer, wha has a
ball team, speaking for his teamMrs. 0. E. Windsor, Mrs.
yeer'e leave of absence from 61.
mates who with him were guests committees will be selected later Wells Overby.
S. C.. was last week: complimented
of the, juniors at the dance held to work out a constitution and a
• • •. • •
by the deans of women of the
in the men's gymnasium of the set of by-laws for the organiza- Weiner''Boast Is Given
colleges in Kentucky
liberal ails building of Murray tion. The collective women's stuby being
For Visitors
chosen to head• their organization.
State College Saturday night. Oc- dent body will hold regular meetThis is a signal honor but one
tober 26. -Those goal-line stands ings on alternate Thursdays in the • Members of the .young society.
you made against us were the best college auditorium, under the spon- group gave a weiner- roost'Friday deserved by this capable woman.
••• • •
I ever saw. You've got a good sorship of Dr. Mabel Gude. ciean of evening in honor of Misses. Jane
Covington and Martha Ross of
John Daniel Lovett celebrated h.,
echopl here, and
you're goiog
Miss Marrs is the daughter of the Maylield who
pla•Cese. He announced to the inwere
week end ninth birthday Thursday. Oct. 24
tense delight of the Murray co-eds Rev. and Mrs. 0. A. Marrs of house guests- of Miss Jane Melu- with a picnic supper party.
gin.
Present were as follows:
that he'd never seen so many pret- Murray.
• • •
Present were:
Dickie Hood, Pat Crawford, Ben
Mrs. J. D Sexton. Mrs. C. C.
Miss Jane Covington. Miss Mar- Crawford, Dan Johnston, J. C
Duke, Mrs. Burnett Warterfield. tha Ross, Miss Mary Mdrtha'Over- Kirby. John Daniel Lovet/
1
4 Wen.,
Mrs, Luther Robertson. and Mrs. by, Miss Kathleen Robertson, Miss Isoeett.• Miss Alma Chrisman, Mr.
Arthur Farmer were hosts for the Reba Hale. Miss Gracie Nell Jones, and Mrs. Joe Lovett
.S • • sr • meeting of the Horne Der Miss Marguerite Overby, Miss MaAT RILEY RAErt0 CO. EVERY
partment Thursday the 17th. The retie Hartirfield.-The Friday Bridge •Club met
WED NEWA Y
Sexton home on West Main was
Charles
T.
Yarttrough. Dan with Mrs.- B. 0. Langston.
opened for the occasion.
Banks, Herod Starks. 'Frank liarMrs. Marshall Berry of Marion.
—PHONE 107—
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, president .poe, M. Smith,' Yancey Bennett, Ky., won high score prize.
of the Murray Wornan'f Club was Ed Thurmond, Ed Frank Kirk,
A party plate was served.
W.
present and made a splendid talk. Charles Miller.
Playing were:
•
• • re. e
Papers showing thought and re, Mrs,: Marshall Berrie Mrs.- late
MAGNOSTRICIAN
search were beautifully given by Training School Mothers Club ..
'Farmer. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Harry Siedd, Mrs. Joe Lovett
To Meet Friday
_Ludwick
Mrs. Wells Purdem. •
on. "Naomi—T he
The Training School. Mothers'
Mrs. Walter Bleckburn, Mrs. et
Club will meet Friday. November R. Meloan
, Mrs. Clifford Melugiii
1, in the third grade room.
Mrs. G. B. Scott. Mrs. C L. She,There will be a musical program boroug
h. Mrs. 'Vernon Stubblefield
and Dr. J. A Outland will speak. Jr.
.1 a-nernd Motors Vohs.:
•• • • •
• •• • • •
WI C. T. U. To Meet
Study Group Of A. A. U. W.
November 4
To Meet Monday
•
• The Murray union of the W. C.
The study group of the A. A. U.
Te-Ueerill meet Monday, November W. will
meet Monday evening at
4, at the ladies parlor: of-the.First 7:30 o'clock
at the home of Mrs J.
Baptist church. The time Will
be W. Carr.
spent in prayer and discussion
Miss Lillian Hollowell will leah
of
the repeal of the Ce.eatti Amend the discuss
ion.
ment. All women interested
in
voting "No" for the repeal aid all Deltas
To Meet Nov. 5th
members are.inented to be present.
•.
The Deltas will meet Tuesday
evening at the home of Miss Ruth
M.' E. Missionary Society
To Meet Tuesday
Sexton. Hosts are Mrs. Wilbert
Outland, Mrs. Herman Doran. Mrs.
The Alice Waters Missionary So- Foreman
Greham. and Miss Sexciety of the M. E. Church. will ton.
have its program meeting
"Contemporary Short Stories" is
Tuesday afternoon at 2.- 30 o'clock.
The the subject of the program.
last chapter of the mission
study
will be reviewed
Joe T. Lovett, Editor
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"Where it MUST be a Square Deal"

GMAC Offers Lower7
Car Finance Costs

Miss Pearl Bourne of Birmin
ge
ham. Ala., anti Miss Joseph
ine
Jones of Louisville. addreesed
the
ladies of the First Baptist Church
in the -eiusretv---pariur dii
Tt1631Wy
afternoon. Octobee-22. In the
evening they spoke to the
College
Y. W. A. at the home
of Mrs.
Hugh MeElrath.
While in the city they were
houseguests of 'Mrs. Hunt!WEIrath.

A new plan to finance the unpael
balance or new cars, that not only.
saves the customer a substantial
ofeenoney-liese-is- ee-simpiethat he figures the costs himself,'
Is available to -all purchasers of
new Chevrolet cars. Frank Hoe
coeibe, Manager of Porter Motor
Co., announced today.
"This plan known as the GMAC
6'PerCent Plan is a simple,
straight-forward one devised
by
General Motors Acceptance CorpoBridge Club Meets With'
ration, a euteidiary of _Generel
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr.
Motors. and- welcomed by us as
MI.
,
. Nat Ryan was at home to another economy we
can pass on
te---..#3/Prer-mt-ohe---awww . /9311-t1117roiet," Me. Holcomb stated.
The club prize was won by
-Under this plan the car'
buyer
Roy Stewart and the ,guost Mr-4, knows exactly
what it will rest
prize
by Mrs. Walter Blackburn.
him for time payment service ea
A 'party plate was served.
Members present were:
Mrs. J. H. Branch, Mrs. Roy
Stewart, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield.
Jr., Mrs. Will Whitnell, Mrs.
Nat
R. Hughes, mes. A. F. Yancey
.
Mrs. Gordon Johnston. Mrs. 0.
D.
Eittflofids.

BOONE BROTHERS
Telephone Number
Changed
To

_
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Nothing Will Add More
To one's personal appearance, efficiency nad comfort
than will properly fitted
glasses when they arE needed. If your vision is faulty, a
painstaking examination of.
your eyes, such as we are
prepared to make, will determine positively w h a.t
should be done to normalize
your vision.

Have Your Eyes

100,000 MILES!
V ES, the new

ALL THAT'S BEST OF
ALL THAT'S NEW
1. Solid Steel "Turret-Top" Bodies by
Fisher •
2. Improved triple-sealed hydraulic
brakes with new chrome-nickel
alloy drums
3. Laolosed Itivetriikethirn tm Asir VS
De Luxe "6"

4. Smoothest of

"6" and "s" cylinder
engines with silver-alloy bearings
and full-pressure metered lubrication

5. Electroplated light-weight nickel.
alloy pistons
6. All-silentSyncro-Mesh transmission
7. Simplified starting with automatic
choke
8. Concealed luggage and spare tire
compartment
9. New full-length water-jacket•d
cylinders
10. Even stronger double K.Y frame

Examined

Today

Pontiacs are actually even more
-I- beautiful than before, with •a new frontend, new
headlight mounting,a different hood,differe
nt running
boards, and a decidedly different rear-end
treatment.
And that's only the outside story of
the new Pontiaca.
The inside story is even more remarkahle.
The 1936
Silver Streaks are built to last 100,000 mile's.
The hrakes are triple-sealed hydraulics
with new
warp-proofed drums of fused iron on steel
and molded
linings. The bodies are solid steel
"Turr

et-Top"
--Rediew-wittrffintlft—reritlitkiii,'Tussula ted
roofs, and built-in luggage and spare tire
compartmehts. LTutcl, brakes,and engine& are even
smoother,
while the Synero-Mesh TranIsmission is silent
in every
zi,ce
• d. And the even more monomiall engines
feature

cooling and lubricating systems that
are models for
the entire industry!
of course, are merely the highlights of
what
awaits you at Your Pontiac dealer. Be
sure to get the
twt of the story, including the startl
ing faits about
Pontiae's law prices.'
.PONTL4C MOTOR COMPANY. PONTI
A.C. MICHIGAN
prieta at Pontiac. Ifiritigron.
h..gut at $615 Jar the Six and $7.3o
for dit Eight (whjert to change
without notice). Standard group
of accessories extra. Easy
M.4.C. Time Threments,

Dr. O.C. Wells
Optometrist

L. S. Anderson Motor Company

Purdom Bldg.

Mayfield, Kentucky

108-10 North Seventh Street
-

-avail-eve...mete.'

4
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. -,,,..- ;,,,Iiiich he said. "the Metropolitan
(Coni
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STOP GETTING UP NIGHTS

,

You Can Buy Your New 1936

Murray to Battle Western
at Bowling Green Nov. 21

CHEVROLET

Each Has Two W•ins
Over Rival on
Gridiron

BOONE BROTHERS!
Telephone Number
Changed
To

on our new

Murray High School
Honor Roll
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Plan

A plan you can understand
SIMPLE AS A, B,

pitterly

IS YOUR CAR 0. K. FOR WINTER
'S
WORST?
Murray
in

Around the Family Circle

That's your WHOLE financing cost. No
extras. No service fees. No other charges

Take That Stitch in Time . . . -

We have Radios for Farm
Homes $32.50 up
installed

RUDOLPH

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

South Third Street

Porter Motor Co.

A Sensational
Heart-of-the -Season

sø

SUITS

AND A FEW OVERCOATS
Most of both Silas and O'coats the famous

HYDE PARK MAKE
In Two Great Lots

9
95 and

13
5°

Only 40 Suits in This Lot, Men, You'd
Better Hurry!
We cannot afford to and
will not mis-represent, for we are
in business here-tostay and will tell you honestly
and.sinceray men that these are by
far the
gaeatest clothing values we
have ever had to offer. Practicall
y all these suits
sold for $25.00 and most all of them
are current styles-2- and 3-button singlebreasted and a few double-breasteds
. MOST ALL HAVE THE LARGE
BOTTOM TROUSERS,

• /

for Mildness
—for Better Taste

Corn-Austin Co.,Inc.
ALL WE ASK YOU TO DO IS TO
tomE AND CLOSELY INSPECT THESE
MARVELOUS VALUES. YOU BE
THE JUDGE!
• e 1935. UGGITT & Myna Tosti

oto.

•

•
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Pages 1 to 4
New Series No. 419

with lese seednty next .

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

MARVIN HALE GIVE
5 POINTS AS CAND.

IGIffS

1ST

C inattetaf
at

I

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspa
per"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon Oct
ober 31, 1935

dumping ground for every political
machine in the state.
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u
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me
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Seeks Your Vote and Influence; thing in my power to make you
Solon Shaekleford has a spool
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HOLD CONFERENCE
play and Norsworthy place-kicked
the extra point.
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Spring Hill, and points along the Tenn.. Dover, Clarksville,
Humphrey and Wilson were best Friday night. Approximat
oonference was held at the Mirroute.
ely 300
Make connections at Nashville for
for' Murray on defense and Puck- Woodmen ,representing
ray
High
Schoo
Birmi
l
Thurs
ngham
day with a
, Atlanta,
eight difand all points south.
ett tind Buchanan on offense. Myers ,..f!rent caMPia attended
nice attendance.
the -meet_We give you express service at
Jed the- IN•arikrin attack while the
freight sates.
,
In Murray call J. B. Fair, Phone
whole line charged fast on deThe Murray meeting Will
374. At Paris Looney
Hied the Classified
Transfer Co.
be
fense.
held Thursday night. NoTiAber
Headquarters at Nashville at Nashvi
21.
lle Truck Depot, 410
Fifth Ave. South.
Headquarters at Paducah. 305 Jeffer
son Street. Phone 229.
Connects at PADUCAH with
Monarch Fast Freight to St.
Louis. Chicago, North and We*
We wish to extend , our most
sincere thanks to our neighbors
and friends for their many kindnesses during, the loss of our beloved husband and father and lei
Dr. E. B. Houston and the county
officials for their words of sympathy and help. We also thank the
a..
ministers, J. E: Skinner, J. H.
Why do so many women take
Thurma and 11"
. N. Blankenship.
dui for the relief of functional
for
eir
nsoling .words and all at
pains
nionthly times? The answer
is
o expressed their syrrpathies that
they want results such as Mrs.
with florial offerings-Mrs. Roland Herbert W.
Hunt,of Hallsville, Texas,
OHIO VALLEY XND TENNESJ. Wells, Airs. Everett Neirsworthy, describes. She
writes: "My health
SEE: Rain again toward end of
Glyco
frasn't good I suffered from
cramping My pain would be so Intense
week. Colder Thursday; much
nauseate me I would Just drag it would
Sarah ,M. Moore, a Rockcale le sluggis
around.
h and 'do-less.'
mother decolder at end of week.
bounty 4-H club member, won ten cided to give me Cardul. I My
began to mend.
That
tired,
firsts and the district championship the pains sluggish teeth:a was gone and
disappeared.
praise Caron food exhibited at the district dal too WOO because IIcan't
it helped
sea." . . If Cardul does know
fair.
not help TOO.
Consult a phmdclazt
•
SUM.
MOW
TOR.
WIZ.
TWO.
FRI.
SAT.

MOTORCADE HOUR
HERE IS CHANGED

:M
1/11P*
rr, tahgee
iths.
In
It and gag
sleep and

• 0.44

•.:! • -

[s

pin a year In Clintgeglikt,
"
Mardian, Graves, Hessr y and Steuart Counties.
el Cal a year elsewhere
.4.‘" the State of Kentucky. )
znn a year to any address
"" other than above.

$

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,869,
SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
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'COMMITTEE NAMED Thurman Knight
District Democrats
Placed in Jail
Plan Big Drive FROSH HAVE TWO
FOR YOUTH MOVE
MORE ON CARD

Spool Bed Been in
Family For Years

nir

-

r74176-7s7t
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Murray Reseryes
Lose 7-0 Saturday

Thurman Knight was surrendered by his father
_Knight
ml es
I of_Ifurray,-tee C
y aullieglips. The fa
Ort-ikkii•-eing ;bpi% -fox _aerateschild 'desertion and housebreakin
g.
Knight %das arrested and return
ed
to jail by J. I. Fox, deputy sheriff
.
Knight wps surrendered after
he
broke into his father's house
and
took a razor and his sister's pocket
book which he sold /ty -a Murra
y
jeweler. Knight was accompanie
d
by another party that the office
rs
are seeking.

Many Edmonson 'county farmers
are
keeping
complete
poultry
records this year,
About $200 in cash prizes were
given ,away at Ithievement
day
exercises in Pike county.

The most intensive campaign of

he Deraftrits in the First
Dia-. Millermen To Play .ml/1/111._
rict this week in an attempt
nessee Fresh anct
_to
_
huge-trififority for -the
Juniors.'
Democratic nominees for state offices at the November 5 election.
The Murray State College fees..
The outstanding feature of the
man team has two more game
week's drive will be a colorful caron
its schedule before endin
avan, on Friday. November 1,
g the acseason.
companying A. B4Chandler, Demo
cratic nominee for Governor,
On November 8, the Junio
on a
r
whirlwind swing through the eight
'Breds go to Tennessee or a
game
counties of the Purchase. Chand
ler with the Middle Tennessee yearlwill not be the only attraction
on ings. and close their season at
Marthat trip, however, for he will
be tin, Term, November 22, by playaccompanied by U. S. Senat
or Al- ing tile University of
Tennessee
ben W. Barkley, J. C. W.
Beckham. Junior Vols. The last
contest is
former Governor and
Senator, expected to be the hardes
t-as the
Garth Ferguson. Democratic
nom- Junior College team plays a
hard
inee for commissioner of
agricul- schedule, which includes
several
ture, and Robert Humphreys.
Dem- four year college teams. '
ocratic state campaign manag
er.
-The uollege News

Card of Thanks

PADUC
—AH-NASHVILLE TRUCK
-LINE

n-

Log Rollers Meet
In Murray Nov. 21

J. B. FAIR,F. M.PERDUE, Operators

are

Card of Thanks - BOONE BROTHERS
Tel9photte Number
Changed
To

edicated
with ingredients of
Vicks VapoRub
V1CKS COUGH DROP

MT.

2_34

41"-#

OFFICIAL WEATHER
FORECAST

1935

And
November
is a

NOVEMBER

REAL Winter
Month

3.4 5,
10 11 12

RIGHT HERE!

1718 19
24 25 26

Mary had a little car,
Sh !'et it in the snow;
She hadn't changed to winter oil,
And now the car won't-go!

YOU CANT BUY BETTER
WHY PAY MORE

ENAMELOID

r

'COAL NOW!
Surely Coal Is Coal, and
All Coals Look Alike
BUT All Coal is NOT Quality Coal, Nor is
All Coal
Alike in Heat Units

The Decorative Enamel
Redecorate chairs, tables, woodwork, walls
with this long.wcaring, washable, gloss
enamel. One sparkling Coat is enough. No
brush marks. Quiciodrying. 16 Brilliant
colors. See coupon.
....
.
1
44

Sing'a-Tong of few pence
And Gulflube Winter Grade;
It only•costs two. bits a quart
To have an _0;sil change,made!

ENAMSL°11) 111
(Warr

64.1h •
la to

lse
o am.

Ile

0
111

•

Gives a porcelain7like surface from
which soil and ink spots wash off with
soap and water. 12
beautiful, semi.
gloss, pastel colors.

$1.00

Per Pound

Quart

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
WHITN ELL, Manager

North Fourth Street

For ServICE--Telephone 64

'Phone 323

Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper
Store in Murray

PAINT ..IFIEA.0011ART

2740..-

444.4

El

-

Drive in at the sign of
Disc today and.changeito:.7,,

(7,1:r...10e

RS

Watch for Gaffs
Mother Goose Rhymes
is this oetestaper

601.FLOSE WI/JUR GRADE
'TtiE PREMIUM
—QUALITY OIL

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY

.Incorp orated

•

MORAL:

JFICRWIN-14hILIAMS

emt:ilitstre

11
.,11.400g,101

WASHABLE FINISH
FOR WALLS AND WOODWORK

•
Coal troubles between miners
wil not remain static. Advances have and employers and coal prices
already been made.
,

M L

se

wig S-114
stair
111 Ms

If you have been indifferent in
our best coal and check on the way your coal buying try an order of
it
and its long-burning and hea,t-giving burns up—almost completely,
qualities. You will know then
that the best quality coals are most
economical.
We handle only the best West
Coals and give you each time FULL Kentucky and East Tennessee
WEIGHT,-prompt and attractive
service.

Order Coal With the Highest Heat Units

Jack'atid-jill-di:ove up the hill
And.waslhe:motor,boilin'!
The- car,..slowed down,and Jack did
frown;
fiestilLhad.summer oil,in!

1935

12
6 7 8 9
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

f°14/2"

otolt

Lady's Painful Trouble
, Helped By C.a.rdui
oar-

fOR25 /
4 P A QUART
GULF REFINING CO., INC.

•

•
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horses won because they simply mad
, its initial ePPearanee lair next door nelobber can.
to make a apeecti in Bardstown It presented all the gruesome &would .uot surrender to defeat. west The Ledger Is T;mes jr0.4
Saturday nit& but it sounded like tea ehroniclind the mashed, oozDespite a horrible break that gave with many others in leldting till
Anybody who thinks talk is S Phillipic.
ing skulls, and o-ompound Nine
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The the Western team a touchdown in nett/ publication aucoe.so Hfwevert cheep might ask Umpire Mortarfractures, the bleeding wounds of
11w first few minutes of play. the lit would remind the publishers of ity and Herman. Jurges. Grimm
Times-Herald. October 20. 1928.
Job Scramble
the victims. And it announced
Thoroughbreds proved true to their Ithe new journal that all the good .-nd English of the Chicago Cubs.
Publtehed by The Calloway County Publishing
Already, there is a mad scramble that it would continue this policy,
North Fourth Street Murray, Kentucky
blood by hurling back all the Hill- wishes In the world will not goin
on as to who will get the jobs, in the belief that it would help
toppers could'give in the second I success for a newspaper. A newsSeveral strong Chandler sup- how many, and who will control bring public realization of the horJet T Lovett
Editor quarter and then smashing through paper wins and holds popularity porters,
when solicited to contrib- the patronage.
Well, the first ror of automobile • accidents, and
to a glorious victory.
only so long as it gives the public ute toward the
Chandler page thing to do is to elect your man. assist in creating real public coEntered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
what
it
wants
without
stint,
selfAgain. last year they proved the
publisheed in this issue, incidental- Then the bitter and the sweet will operation in making our streets
blue blood that courses in their isitness or ulterior motive. -There ly at considerably less than the come togther.
Everybody can't and highways safer.
no
substitute
for
news"
and
no regular rate, turned us down but have a job and
veins by smashing through after a N
everybody can't be
of the
This
is
partly
the
result
paper
should
ever
get
the
IMEMBER
idea that offered,* pat on the back and endisastrous start.
pleased. Some of these impracti- famed Readers Digest article,—
any other road leads to success couraging
words. The latter are so cal job-hunters will learn a lot
Though
both
teams
were
deNATIONAL EDITORIAL
"And Sudden Death." by J. C.
and service to people or party.
helpful in publishing a newspaper. about practical politics in another
tested last Saturday. Murray by
•
Furnas, which has received naASSOCIATION Howard and Western slipped up on
month or two.—Glasgow Times.
/93 5
tional attention. Mr. Furnas pointBetween the government wantby Middle Tennessee. past and fuThe worst wrecks are caused by
ed out that an effective picture of
ture games of the season are for- ing to keep the number of cattle the motorist I. M. Bibe who flirts
An exchange suggests that Bri- motor accidents "would have to inand
hogs
dowti.
the
packers
wantgotten when Western and Murray
with Sue E. Side.
tannia rules the waves and Mus- clude motion pictues and sound
ngla_on the turf and whichever mg to keep consumption up and
_si,beeposiew iiiikitw.Firol_Gintereisitwaiewet__etwi_iienrr_asd..22,
-- solini .aveivee--tOto roles:
strattar sfloppirrgs
.
oust
-Wtves
Want
ng
to
'keep
Stewart Cotortles. Tenn., $1 00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere., $2.00. wins this vital contest haasoa goodT1- ,
The ra
season ended In
effOrtas of the injured to stand up;
prices .tiosee the meat—attuatiOn
Rates and,Information about Calloway County markea-aniginias
'
1"' Advertising application...._—
Thew
are
clubs and cliff5Klut
Louisville Nthedeas giving the_paraqueer, grunting niais-es; the
_
-looks-4/kt Japaage to us.
!unlashed upon
-71 - This is the one game we MUST
mutuoto pla-yers eight weeas to Whir the merehants would like to, steady panting - groaning of a his.
win. Let's be there
Saturday
see
function is a Pay Promptly man being with pain creeping upsave up for Christmas.
Some
paragrapher
• • •••
says "Let
Club.
on him as the shock wears off. It
other state offices, for two mem- afternoon giving our boys and our
come."
changes
Don't
coaching
staff
the
support
they
so
worry,
Governor 0. K. Allen of Louisiwould portray the slack expression
bers of the county board of educabrother,
they
will.
merit,
ana is a candidate for the senate
on the face of a man, drugged with
tion and on the two constitutional richly
Calloway county has set A fine aittardniatitS. - both —of-Which are
and hopes the voters will put his
shock, staring at the Z.-twist in_lais
example to the reatoL the state eery important, the first relating
Calloway county gets $87,000 tor Initials after his name as weft as
broken leg, the insane crumpled
In getting out, its -Vol* the poet
malaria control under ths WPA. before it.
effect of a child's body after its
to liquor control and the second to
several years We trust that the state provisions for old-age
And just to think that in the days
bones are crushed inward, a realpenfine record achieved here will not sions.
of prosperity all we could do about
Politics is what makes a man
A few weeks ago readers of an istic portrait of an hysterical
but'
.,excelled
next
only be equalled
mosquitoes was to fight 'em off cuss another he scarcely knew important New York daily re- woman with her screaming mouth
Tuesday.
with a fly swatter or cuss 'ern.
before for everything he can think ceived a gruesome surprise In an opening • hole in the bloody drip
• • • • •
it is one of a citizen's most 'in
'of and then forget all about it account of a serious automobile ac- that fills her eyes and runs off
to
hear
StanWhat
a
pleasure
solemn obligations or/participate
A theologist says he believes it after the votes are counted.
cident, the paper no longer con- her chin; Minor details would inThe Thoroughbreds go to Bow- ley—that stalwart of -Democracy, possible for a saxophone player to.,
in; elections and no person who
• • • s,•
fined itself, to a bare and color- clude the raw ends of bones pro"the
noblest
Roman
of
them
all”.
neglects this doty can be coosid- ling Green Saturday for their
be a Chrittian but doubts if his! 'Governor Laffoon was advertised less statement of facts. Instead, truding through flesh in compound
most tmportant game of tne Sear— The years rest lightly on him and
ered wholly a -good citizen
No matter how you feel about the annual- gridiron contest with may Marty more of thern sit on
thb election, we still maintain that the Western Hilltoppero A large his shoulders just as easily. A
you should vote. An indifferent crowd of loyal supporters will go man is no older than his mind and
ekgetorate is the desire of every along to cheer Murray's °popular his arteries, a famous doctor has
politician for the few can be ma- coach and his likable boys as they said and Stanley retains the perennipulated much easier than the exert their utmost skill, strategy nial facility and brilliance of his
many
and speed to down their arch- mind. He ein follow his favorite
The local Democratic organiza- rivals for the third ail-sight year. sport of hunting all day long and
Coach Stewart is doing a fine come in fresher than his youngerhi* has offered a strong meantStanley is by no
ive Jar a record vac by offering piece of work with his lads this companions
priers to the school districts which year and the team has responded means through in Kentucky Politmake the best showing in corn- with commendable alacrity Their ical life. He's Ole necessary to do
parieon to the vote in the general achievement in holding the strong without. And his refreshing hone/Or-lion' of November. -1912.- This
Bulldogs to two touch- estY and candor would. be a wsl- tune. the district placing second tdowns last Saturday entitles them come change from the sickening
praiser. The demagoguery of which we have
will also be rewarded and. in ad- to ,our
warmest
iii
deen. -the Murray magisterial diss Thoroughbreds are everso- bit s as loot ago surfeited.
.. • • • •
trite is includesisfor the first time, good as they were last year with
All work and no play makes
giving the city schools -heie Sind the possibla exception of sonfiSeveral experienced and Jack a dull boy and all play and
the graded schools outside the city dence
limits but within this magisterial capable men were lost through no work makes Jack a bad boy.
• • • • •
dirict an opportunity to win these graduation, men upon whom many
'the Ledger & Times regrets
of the present members of the
primes.
Opportunity to .win i4 equal to. !quad had learned. to depend upOn very much that the speakersbureau in Democratic state headal,I,since the awards will be de- to a great extent.
It has taken the current stable quarters did not arrange the speakitemised not on the total vote
would give' the of Racehorses a game or' two to ing itinerary of Congressman Fred
d, which
_Auger districts the ,advantage. but become accustomed to the absence Vinson 90 that the people of Collo„oet_lboi.s..percentages_ofs_gasnossvor, of their old comrades'but we way county could have had the
1914 In the event,' no 'district believe they found themselves last plea-Wire-4nd protit Of heating this - •
' shows an increase those two show- Saturday arid will rick 'to victory stalwart lesider from the hills of
Bowling Eastern Kentucky. Mr. Vinson is
Hilltop at
ing the least losses in percentage over that
from, their -32 'balloting will rb- Green as they did so gloriously /two one of the. most important and able
men in the national congress and
years ago.
ceive the cash. ,
induconsentio,.
- snit battle.'-as it -Ur -arwayss' we will heal- , rtigare ,of him - bah in
s-----Tterr setttorat. the
we, repeat - 'that ,.it is everyone's been, will be a tots-up with the I the state and nation before much
solemn oblieation as a citizen to team zoost , determined to capture longer' in his brilliant career.
• •.• .
,
gO le the polls and register his or this imighly-desirod prize the most
•
The Louisville News & Enquirer
her, choice for Governor and the likely to win. In 1933: the Race-
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ifUST JOTS

You Can't Exaggerate
These Horrors

By Joe

to Bowling Green

"X"THE

fractures, and the dark red, oozing surfaces where clothes and
akin are scraped off at once.
Horrible— nausesaus— disgustingYes—but these details are not one
iota too much so. They are part .
acciand parcel of thousands
dents each year. The New York
newspaper, which is to do its best
to give a true picture of major
automobile crashes has Set an example that should be emulated
u
irrna
.
the
s.
oj
uony
th
im
e ec
throughout T
1, Bowling
Green, Ky.)

og

Political Announcements
Vre are authorized-to announce
as a candidate ftli.tUeMei --Of the
tallIteSty Coontr-Boanti-otlikrOCtr•
4 lion
SCUDDER GALLOWAY
ALBERT CHAPMAN
B. SWANN
FRED "Preacher HARGIS
JIM HART
MARVIN HALE

BOONE BROTHERS
Telephone Number
Changed
To

234

YES

AMENDMENT No. I

HOT? IT'S A BALL OF FIRE!

1 • Brit. SPECIAL
ocnce 44. f-vz 4ocA SndEn

1,tt

TITRE at last is a questiron ow which both "wets" and
Li "drys"., can all vote "Yes".
If you are a "wce' you
will want to vote "Yes" for Repeal because otherwise the
State will lose its only opportunity for intelligent control of
the liquor question ... will lose the prosperity which has
arisen from several'of its largest industries . . will lose
employment for more than 30,000 people.• If you are a
"dxy', you will want to vote "'es"for Repeal beciiiie Repeal
will automatically restore to each county and community the
right 10-prohibit or regulate the sale of liquor within its
own boundaries. Local Option is dead unless the State votes
"Yes" to' Repeal the Seventh Amendment on November,.
•

Why a Vote for Repeal is Also
a Vote for Local Option
A .of..

Production of thaw,Batas weer& with the joint programa Government, labor and industry to spread employment
more ..,er`ir throughout the year

RE you see
- and Tory special
new Buick SPECIAL,
HitIspirited
•
find it indeed!

illustrated in action the stunning sod

And when you kick it open on take-offs it gets Oeseg.
rsoosaer: without passe or delayed gathering of power
befors its spurt.

The motorwise in the trade who previewesi its performance habitually use the word pheaossesai to describe it.

o use trying to picture the Special es words,
se
different from meekest nos're used to —the nesetiesi
thing is to get behind that wheel yourself..
the rel'eretc-e between the =lowering
Thee
of yesterday and of tomorrow. and your amaze will be that
low.
-the phenomenal Special can be sold at a peose

V

r eye tells you
That case tell von bow it performs, as
hew it looks..but only long years can tiff youlow very
good it really 'is,
that it's the nimblest,
tadiiiise Terri in...advance.
smoothest, tivelieit, steadiest, safest, must satisfying
carrier of high-power ecergy that •ver thrilgkl an
apprecidtive
traffic or at
wThc Special i= fingertv
itiseed. but it has none ottlwit rubbery pulpy incopineas
dist keeps you trio sod on use alert in many oars.

N

The present Seventh Amendment to the State Constitution
prohibits the manufacture and sale of liquor in Kentucky.

Es a decision iikoroded down on October 8, the Court of Appeals
ruled that skit NNW Seventh Amendment also prevents any county,
"oily or town from holding Local Option elections, and that Local

Option elections are netpossible so hag as the Seventh Ansekrehont
stays in our State Constitutsors.
The proposed Repeal Amendment, on which you are asked
to vote "Yes" on November 5, provides that each precinct,
district, city,town or county In Kentucky may be empowered
to snake and enforce such laws of prohibition, regulation or
control as it sees fit. When you vote "Yes" on November 5,
you will therefore be voting for Repeal, for Regulation
and for Local Option.

•
Thertsfore.-.you conscientiottsli believe in local home
ruk—asul, if you believe in Repeal and Regulation—

YOU CAN AFPOIMS DIE NEW MICK

$765

to $44451* Flint, Mich.,
List prices range from
rubject to change without notice Standard and spacial
acceimiirs group on all models at extra coot
,
Corevegraort GhTidreirm parsierm plas

That's because ii's engineered gra'--,fittaid part se parr
with sound miersoneter precision — throughout ever"
inch and detail of -.its .deep-framed durable . Buick'
engineered clisasis• ,

'REPEAL AND

LOCAL OPTION

Whoa you Ova it • slow of pas end it's Persiang op its
stows. 44 ert•kteled speed. it seeps te silos ewes closer
to the Load. s paragon of stability as it awls off its
thrifty wiles.

•
KENTUCKY REPEAL & REGULATION
FIRST OF THE GENERAL NOYOAS

LEAGUE

FRANCIS BUILDING • LOUISVILLE

L. S. Anderson Motor Company
108.10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
wrialil/Wrwamweiwolwo

-
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"Vote4 For Happy and Be Happy"

Bowling

ments •

•

nnounce
rot the

;GIS

MAKE KENTUCKY A
B E TTt R STATE!

IERS
lber

'.4

Make Him Crow! The Democratic Party Presents
Program
For
Stamp Under the Rooster
Commonwealth's Advancement
Promises and Accomplishments
The Democratic and Republican platforms are so nearly similar on a number of major points Lhat
Lieutenant Chandler has charged that Judge King Swope -swiped- his platform. Mr. Chandler enunciated his platform in the primary. Promises, how-ever, are valuable only if they are fulfilled. There
will certainly be a Democratic majority in both Houses of the General Assembly in Frankfort. Mr.
„Chandler will have a complete Democratic Adminis tration and is not tied up with any promises to return to bi-partisanism. He, therefore, can accomplish his program while Judge Swope would not be
able to accomplish anything in Frankfort.

SUPPORT
THE ,PRESIDENT
it

END UNCERTAINTY

I.

_
The. defeat of Mr. Chandler (or Goyernor would introFOR GOVERNOR

A. B.'Happy' CHANDLER
of Versailles

FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Split responsIbility in the era

in

the
of

Common-

Sampsonism

or bi-partisanism resulted in job bartering, in the Legislature, ripper bills, forcible ousters, many suits testing the
Governor's acts and authority and a general cleadloa preventing constructive action.

FOR COMMISSIONER OF
AGRICULTURE

KEEN JOHNSON
of Richmond

and handicaps all progressive activity
wealth.

HARRY W.PETERS
of Hopkinsville

FOR LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR

duce an era-of uncertainty which causes distress-to business

GARTH K. FERGUSON

A POPULAR TICKET
Mr. Chandler and his associates on

of La Center

the

__FOR SECRETARY _OF_S_TATE_
FOR CLERK COURT APPEALS

CHARLES D. ARNETT
of Louisville

W. B. O'CONNELL
of Louisville

B. M. VINCENT
of Brownsville

For RAILROAD COMMISSIONER

ROBERT E. WEBB
of Mayfield

ler and the nominee for Lieutenant Governor, usually referred to as the banner bearer's running mate: are familiarly known as'Happy and Keenon

All nominees are able

and well known Kentuckians and their election will result

FOR REPRESENTATIVE

ERNEST SHANNON

BEN GROGAN

of Coiruia

of Murray

The Democratic party complied with the compulsory
ky. The Republican party as the restat of the efforts of
Roosevelt

called a convention and made vreen-mrhendations."

JOHN E. BUCKINGHAM

T.0.TURNER

of Ashland

of Murray

--Farmers are supporting tbe-DemoCratic ticket because
of their interest in seeing the Roosevelt program -for keeping up prices of farm products continued. They also feel
that in Senator Garth Ferguson, who has done so much to
make the ,State Fair a great institution, they have a true
friend in the candidate for Commissionr of Agriculture.

CHAMPION OF LABOR

nullified the primary election law.

Mr. Chandler has fought the sales tax from the time it
was proposed in the Legislature. He stands now against
its re7lactment or continuation.

c,

This

REPEAL THE SALES TAX
FOR STATE SENATOR

-Mr.-Chandie r is in favoi-of--a-$1-2-Trer-capita for the
schools of Kentucky. He is pledged to free -textbooks for
the public school children. He advocates reasonable salaries for teachers and elimination of politics from the
schools: On the ticket with him is Harry W. Peters, for
•Superintendent of Public Instruction, one of the outstanding
etfucators of Kentucky.

FRIEND OF FARMER
PRIMARY ELECTION

national fixers trying to undermine/ President

FOR STATE TREASURER

SUPPORT FOR SCHOOLS'

Inspire them to render better public service.

primary law enacted by the General Assen-thly of KentucFOR AUIMOR

Mr. Chandler has estimated that millions
_ can
, be _saved
by economy and through re-organization of the State Government along the lines suggested by auditors who studied
the State's administrative structure. Property owners, tax- •
payers and all interested in business of any kind will be assisted by such an economical government as he will give.

mary. They are known throughout the St ate. Mr. Chand-

from a popular outpouring of public sentiment which will
FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL

'SAVE BY ECONOMY

Democratic

ticket were nominated by the people in a Democratic pri-

I

President Franklin D. Roosevelt is looking to Kentucky to endorse his program. The eyes of the Nation are
turned toward this state and the defeat of Mr. Chandler
will be interpreted nationally as a repudiation of Roosevelt just when recovery is well under way.

- -The Kentucky State Federaticia of Laborendorseti-Mr.
Chandler at its State convention in Frankfort. The--four
railroad brotherhoods have endorsed his candidacy.
ited Mine Workers of America are supporting'bim.
hn
L. Lewis, outstanding national labor. leader, vill ,v
Kentucky in his behalf.

••

This Space Is Paid For By The Following Democrats:
PEOPLES BANK
FAIN & BELL
JONES DRUG COMPANY
HUGH WILSON

T. 0. TURNER
JACK KENNEDY
JUDGE E. P. PHILLIPS
CARL B. KINGINS
A SUPPORTER

RAYMOND HAMLIN
E. C. K. ROBERTSON
BEN GROGAN
L. J. FIORTIN
R. H. HOOD

A FRIEND
M.0. WRATHER
B. F. BERRY
SCOTT-LASSI1TR HDW. CO.
T. W. CRAWFORD

H. B. BAILEY
CHARLEY ,HALE
GEORGE W. UPCHURCH
W. E. MARBERRY
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Sulphur...Spring News

"Mother
Steps On Gas

Calloway Students
Initiated into Club

Card of Thanks

Pine Bluff Newt
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SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSU

Paschall- Farmer
Called By Death

RED

Bring Home a Brick of

GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM

S. Pleasant Grove

Insure Comfort for

,868 to Calloway
OLD- AGL.::=L---_=. -$67for
-Malaria Control

. •
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PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK—

"Liquor and Taxes"
Every Time the Liquor Trade Gives
a
Dollar in Taxes, They take Twentyeight From the People!
giVes 'employment to fewer
invested than any business in Americ peOple in 'proportion to money
a.
A typical town.iq Virginia opened
a -year they did almost a half million doll two liquor stotes. Within
ars' worth' of business. It
took about six men to attend' to all
the business.
The money was sent to Richmond.
DirfOil know that it is costing the govern The town kept the drunks.
ment-almost as much to regulate the liquor traffic as they rece
ive in taxes from liquor?

During the last 15 year i77,000 hav
e been killed in automobile
_.accidents., One county made an inve
stigation, and found that 60
- cent were caused by drunken drivers:
Per
That is appfoximately 22,620
killed each year by drunken drivers.
the million that are wounded.. Nor theThis does not take into account
damage. to say nothing of the sufferin multiplied millions of property
g, physical and mental.
Did you 'know that Kentucky san --n
ds
the bpttom -in education? That-4w- has always stood near
I wonder ifothere is any_conn_ertion bet -.the top in whisky production?
ween the two facial
_
_ Did you know thatalmost half the
rounty are froM -TaThities where. one peogle on felief rolls in Calsir more a the niembers of
__
When-a wet asks you to vote.' wet,-usually
he has some financial
interest, when a dry tOcs ybu to vote
•
dry, he has no financial interest.

Go to the polls on November 5th and vote
"NO"
Kentucky constitutionally dry, and the and keep
n
work to make her dry in reality.
TEMPERANCE FORCES OF CAL
LOWAY COUNTY
0. A. MARRS, Chairman

-N_Elit
CHEVROLET

Thu only complete low-priced ear
.2•
_ 4

BOONE BROTHERS
Telephone Number
Changed
Order Of Reference
E. S. Diuguid. Jr.. Administra
tor
Of E. S. Diuguid, Sr.,
Plaintiff
Vs. Order of Reference
Lottie Diuguid, Widow, Kath
erine
Kirk, Mrs. W. T. Taylor and husband, W. E. Taylor, Mary Virgi
nia
Diuguid, 19 years of age, Jame
s Ed
Diuguid. 17 years of age. Bank
of
Murray, Fames- Trevathan,
E. J.
Beale,' Mrs. .Joe Lancaster.
T. C.
Carson, Frank Beaman. Mrs.
Cul
Phillips, William Diuguid,
Miss
Anna Gipson. Tom Taylor
and
Ruth Filbeck,
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause
be
referred to George 'Hart. Mast
er
Commissioner of this Court to
take
proof of claims against the
estate
of E. S. Diuguid. Sr., Deceased
, and
all persons holding claims again
st
said estate will present
their
claims, duly proven, before
said
Master Commissioner on or befor
e
the third Monday in November
.
4November 18, 19351 or be
forever
barred from collecting same
in any
other manner except through
this
suit
Witness my hand as Clerk of
the
Callowa4;trat_a_.
urL.f.22:0,.,P,C;0,
C. L. Miller,• Clerk. Calloway Circuit cour
t

TRAM, BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY
TO-Paducah: I A. M.. 11 A. M.;
5 P. M.
Hoplunsville: 7:45 A. M.;
2 P. II
7:34 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.;
2 P. M.
Mayfield: IA. M.. 11 A. M.;
5 P.1L
Paris: 7:45 A. IK.; 2 P. U.
ALL BUSSES CROSS
COLLEGE
CAMPUS

.

Connections to St. Louis,
Chicago,
Detroit. and everywhere.

J. H. THURMAN, Secretary
MRS. H. E. ELLIOTT, Chairm
an
of local W. C. T. U.

C. RAY LINES

WILL‘BE ON 6ISPIA.Y
AT

Phone 454

C

E VR0

ALL CHEVROLET
DEALERS

e
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safety

Terminal at SIXTH and
MAIN

Murray, Ky.
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